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Description

[0001] The invention relates to a circuit arrangement
for operating a high pressure discharge lamp having a
rated power Pla and having during operation an elec-
trode which is in a cathodic phase, comprising

- input terminals for connection to a supply voltage
source,

- output terminals for connecting the high pressure
discharge lamp, and

- means, coupled to the input terminals, for supplying
an alternating lamp current having successive pe-
riods of opposite polarity to the high pressure dis-
charge lamp, the lamp current per period having a
mean value Im, corresponding to the power Pla.

[0002] Such a circuit arrangement is known from US
5608294. In the known circuit the lamp current at each
period is provided with a superposition of a current pulse
in a latter part of each period. In case a high pressure
discharge lamp is operated with an AC current, each
electrode of the lamp alternatingly functions as a cath-
ode and as an anode during successive periods of the
lamp current. During these successive periods the elec-
trode emitting the lamp current is said to be in the ca-
thodic phase and the other electrode to be in the anodic
phase respectively. Because the total amount of current
through the lamp is increased at the end of each period
of the lamp current by means of the current pulse, the
temperature of the electrode is sufficiently raised to in-
crease the stability of the discharge arc. Accordingly
flickering of the high pressure discharge lamp can be
substantially suppressed. Due to its flickering suppres-
sion properties the circuit arrangement is in particular
suitable for operating a high pressure discharge lamp in
a projection system like a projection television appara-
tus.
[0003] Lamps operated with the known circuit ar-
rangement showed to have a continuos increase of the
arc voltage over an operating time of several hundred
hours, which voltage increase appeared to continue
when the lamp was experimentally operated for several
thousand hours. As a stable luminous output of the lamp
being fairly constant over the life of the lamp is of vital
importance for use in a projection system, continuos arc
voltage increase forms a serious draw back in reaching
a long lamp life. From DE 4439885 is known a circuit
arrangement for operating a high pressure discharge
lamp with an alternating current, which lamp can be op-
erated in a dimmed state by reducing the instantaneous
power to the lamp. In said dimmed state the alternating
current is raised within a half period before the change
in polarity. Herewith reignition of the lamp after the po-
larity change is ensured. The invention aims to provide
a circuit arrangement for operating a high pressure dis-
charge lamp in which the mentioned draw back is coun-
ter acted.

[0004] According to the invention a circuit arrange-
ment mentioned in the opening paragraph is for this pur-
pose characterized in that the lamp current in each pe-
riod has a first part and a second part and that over the
first part being at the start of the period the lamp current
has a lower mean value Ie and over the second part of
the period a mean current 12 being larger than Im so as
to allow for stable diffuse arc attachment on the cathodic
phase electrode, and that the lamp current is provided
with an additional pulse of the same polarity at the end
of the period with a value I3 satisfying the relation I3 ≤
2Im. The arrangement has the advantage that during
lamp operation the discharge arc has a soft start each
period by diffusely attaching both electrodes resulting in
a lower electrode load, so making it possible to operate
the lamp without flickering over a long time together with
a very significant reduction in occurrence of an increase
of the arc voltage.
[0005] The mean value of the current Im over a period
corresponds to the power Pla of the lamp according to
the relation Pla=Im*Vla with Vla the lamp voltage. Ex-
periments have learned that the mean value of the cur-
rent over a fist part of the period Ie is smaller than the
value Im and over a second part of the period a mean
current value I2 which is larger than Im. This further im-
proves a soft current start at the beginning of each pe-
riod with a diffuse arc attachment over the first part of
the period resulting in a stabilized arc attachment. Arc
stabilization and therethrough reducing lamp flicker is
further promoted with the lamp current being provided
with an additional current pulse of the same polarity at
the end of the period with a value I3 satisfying the rela-
tion I3 ≤ 2Im.
[0006] In a preferred embodiment of the arrangement
according to the invention the period has a time duration
tp and the first part of the period a time duration t1 which
satisfies the relation .05 ≤ tl/tp ≤.85. In case of a value
of the ratio tl/tp smaller than .05 experiments showed
no measurable improvement over the prior art. The up-
per value of the ratio tl/tp depends on a compromise.
For the diffuse stable attachment the ratio should be as
long as possible. However as the cathode tends to cool
during the cathode phase so the current which is emitted
with a diffuse stable attachment tends to lower, this
comes in conflict with the need of keeping the lamp op-
erating at the requested power rate. So experimentally
it was shown that for an increasing current shape in the
first part of the period the ratio should preferably be at
most .5. In the situation of a decreasing current during
t1 the maximum ratio can be .85. Otherwise it has ap-
peared that for the values of the currents Ie and Im a
relation should be hold which reads .3≤Ie/Im≤.9 and
preferable satisfies .6≤Ie/Im≤.8, resulting in a reduced
extra load on the electrode in comparison to the prior
art. For current values of Ie>.9Im no measurable effects
have been found. If Ie becomes too low with respect to
Im the value of the mean current in the second part of
the period 12 must be chosen so high that there exists
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a serious risk on occurrence of arc instabilities during
the second part of the period resulting in lamp flickering.
[0007] In a further preferred embodiment the current
at the start of the period is higher than Ie. In this way
there is taken into account in an advantageous way that
the cathode temperature lowers during the period and
thus correspondingly the current value for which a stable
diffuse attachment of the arc holds.
[0008] The above and further aspects of the invention
will be explained in more detail below with reference to
a drawing, in which

Fig. 1 shows a schematic scheme of a circuit ar-
rangement according to the invention,
Fig. 2 shows control means of an embodiment of a
circuit arrangement according to the invention in ac-
cordance with fig 1,
Fig 3 is a graph of a lamp current provided by the
arrangement according to fig 1,

[0009] In fig 1 I are means for generating a controlled
dc supply current having input terminals K1, K2 for con-
necting to a supply voltage source supplying a supply
voltage. Output terminals of means I are connected to
respective input terminals of a commutator II. The com-
mutator II is provided with output terminals L1,L2 for
connecting a high pressure discharge lamp La. III are
control means to control the value of the current sup-
plied to the lamp by way of controlling the means I. The
means I and the commutator II together constitute
means, coupled to the input terminals, for supplying an
alternating lamp current having successive periods of
opposite polarity, the lamp current per period having a
mean value Im.
[0010] The operation of the circuit arrangement
shown in fig 1 is as follows.
[0011] When input terminals K1,K2 are connected to
a voltage supply source, means I generate a dc supply
current from the supply voltage supplied by the voltage
supply source. Commutator II converts this dc current
into an alternating current having successive periods of
opposite polarity. By control means III the value of the
current thus formed and supplied to the lamp La is con-
trolled such that the lamp current in each period at its
start is lowered with respect to the mean value Im so as
to allow for stable diffuse attachment on the cathodic
phase electrode. In a practical realization of the de-
scribed embodiment the means I are formed by a recti-
fier bridge followed by a switch mode power circuit, for
instance a Buck or down converter. Commutator II pref-
erably comprises a full bridge circuit. Lamp ignition cir-
cuitry is preferably incorporated also in the commutator
means II.
[0012] In Fig. 2, the control means III for controlling
means I are shown in more detail. The control means III
comprise an input 1 for detecting the arc voltage, for in-
stance the voltage over the terminals L1,L2 connected
to the lamp forming a signal representing the arc voltage

and further called lamp voltage. Preferably the lamp
voltage representing signal is formed by detecting a volt-
age at a connection point L3, as the thus detected volt-
age is a dc voltage which will not be disturbed by ignition
voltages generated in the lamp ignition circuitry. Control
means III further comprises, an input 2 for detecting of
the current through inductive means L of the converter
forming the switch mode power circuit of the means I,
which converter has at least a switch, and an output ter-
minal 3 for switching the switch of the switch mode pow-
er circuit periodically in a conducting and a non-conduct-
ing state thus controlling the current through the induc-
tion means L of the converter. Input I is connected to
connection pin P1 of a microcontroller MC. A connection
pin P3 of the microcontroller is connected to an input 4
of a switching circuit SC. Input 2 is connected to an input
5 of the switching circuit SC, of which an output O is
connected to output terminal 3.
[0013] The operation of the circuit arrangement
shown in Fig. 2 with the converter being a Buck or down
converter, is as follows. The microcontroller MC is pro-
vided with software containing a matrix of converter
peak current values labeled to lamp voltage, time com-
binations, wherein the time is counted from the start of
each period of the lamp current. A thus found converter
peak current value is fed to switching circuit SC at input
4 and used as reference for comparison for the detected
current at input 2 which is also fed to the switching circuit
SC. at input 5. Based on this current values comparison
the switching circuit generates a switching off signal at
output O, which switches the switch of the down con-
verter in the non-conducting state when the detected
current equals the peak current value. As a result the
current through the inductive means will decrease. The
converter switch is kept in the nonconductive state until
the current through the inductive means L becomes ze-
ro. On detecting the converter current becoming zero
the switching circuit SC generates at its output O a
switch on signal that renders the switch of the down con-
verter conductive. The current through the inductive
means L now starts to increase until it reaches the peak
current value. Such switching circuit SC is for instance
known from WO97/14275. The value of the peak current
is refreshed each time the lamp voltage is detected by
the control means III.
[0014] The detection of the lamp voltage is done with
a repetition rate during each period depending on the
shape of the current to be realized through the lamp and
is controlled by a built in timer of the microcontroller MC.
Taking the lamp voltage as lamp parameter for detection
has as an advantage that it makes possible to have a
wattage control of the lamp inherently incorporated in
the microcontroller software. In case the lamp current
itself is taken as parameter for detection a wattage con-
trol would not only require an additional detection of the
lamp voltage, but also an additional control procedure
in the microcontroller. The down converter operates in
a favorable embodiment at a frequency in the range of
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45kHz to 75kHz.
[0015] A resulting lamp current as formed in a practi-
cal realization of the described practical embodiment of
the circuit arrangement according to the invention is
shown in the graph of fig.3 for 2 successive periods with
opposite polarity. The current is set along the vertical
axis in a relative scale. Along the horizontal axis the time
is displayed. For a first period B of time duration tp the
lamp current has a mean value Im and over a first part
of the period with time duration t1 a lower mean value
Ie and over a second part of the period a constant cur-
rent having a mean value 12 being larger than Im. The
value of the current at the start of the period I1 allows
for a diffuse stable arc attachment and so for a thermi-
onic emission of the emitting electrode of the lamp. In
the described embodiment the ratio Ie/Im has a value .
9 and the ratio tl/tp a value .5.
[0016] In the graph the lamp current is provided with
an additional pulse of the same polarity at the end of the
period with a value I3. In a practical realization of the
described embodiment the value of I3 is 1,6Im.
[0017] In a practical embodiment an additional current
pulse was superimposed on the lamp current during the
latter 8 % of each half period, resulting in a current 13
of 1.4*Im. In this embodiment flickering could be sub-
stantially suppressed.
[0018] The lamp voltage is 85V at 100 hours of the
lamp life and showed an increase after 500 hours oper-
ation to 94V. For comparison an identical lamp was op-
erated on a circuit arrangement according to the prior
art. In this case the lamp voltage had increased from 85
V at 100 hours to 110V after only 300 hours of operation.

Claims

1. Circuit arrangement for operating a high pressure
discharge lamp having a power Pla and having dur-
ing operation an electrode which is in a cathodic
phase, comprising:

- input terminals for connection to a supply volt-
age source;

- output terminals for connecting the high pres-
sure discharge lamp. and

- means, coupled to the input terminals, for sup-
plying an alternating lamp current having suc-
cessive periods of opposite polarity to the high
pressure discharge lamp. the lamp current per
period having a mean value Im, corresponding
to the power Pla,

characterized in that the lamp current in each pe-
riod has a first part and a second part and that over
the first part being at the start of the period the lamp
current has a lower than Im mean value Ie and over
the second part of the period a mean current 12 be-
ing larger than Im so as to allow for stable diffuse

arc attachment on the cathodic phase electrode,
and that the lamp current is provided with an addi-
tional pulse of the same polarity at the end of the
period with a value 13 satisfying the relation I3 ≤
2Im.

2. Circuit arrangement according to claim 1 charac-
terized in that the period has a time tp and the first
part of the period a time duration tl which satisfies
the relation .05 ≤ tl/tp ≤.85

3. Circuit arrangement according to claim 1 or 2 char-
acterized in that .3 ≤5 Ie/Im ≤.9.

4. Circuit arrangement according to claim 1, 2 or 3,
characterized in that the current at the start of the
period is higher than Ie.

Patentansprüche

1. Schaltungsanordnung zum Betreiben einer Hoch-
druckentladungslampe, welche eine Leistung Pla
und bei Betrieb eine Elektrode aufweist, die sich in
der kathodischen Phase befindet, mit:

- Eingangsanschlüssen zum Anschluss an eine
Versorgungsspannungsquelle,

- Ausgangsanschlüssen zum Anschluss der
Hochdruckentladungslampe sowie

- Mitteln, an die Eingangsanschlüsse gekoppelt,
um der Hochdruckentladungslampe einen
Lampenwechselstrom mit aufeinander folgen-
den Perioden entgegengesetzter Polarität zu-
zuführen, wobei der Lampenstrom entspre-
chend der Leistung Pla pro Periode einen Mit-
telwert Im aufweist, dadurch gekennzeichnet,
dass der Lampenstrom in jeder Periode einen
ersten Teil und einen zweiten Teil vorsieht, und
dass während des ersten Teils zu Beginn der
Periode der Lampenstrom einen Mittelwert Ie,
welcher geringer als Im ist, und während des
zweiten Teils der Periode einen Strommittel-
wert 12, welcher größer als Im ist, aufweist, um
einen stabilen, diffusen Lichtbogenansatz auf
der Elektrode in der kathodischen Phase zu er-
möglichen, und dass der Lampenstrom am En-
de der Periode mit einem zusätzlichen Impuls
der gleichen Polarität mit einem Wert 13 verse-
hen wird, was der Relation I3 ≤ 2Im entspricht.

2. Schaltungsanordnung nach Anspruch 1, dadurch
gekennzeichnet, dass die Periode eine Zeitdauer
tp und der erste Teil der Periode eine Zeitdauer tl
aufweist, was der Relation .05 ≤ tI/tp ≤ .85 ent-
spricht.

3. Schaltungsanordnung nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, da-
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durch gekennzeichnet, dass .3 ≤ Ie/Im ≤ .9.

4. Schaltungsanordnung nach Anspruch 1, 2 oder 3,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass der Strom zu Be-
ginn der Periode höher als Ie ist.

Revendications

1. Montage de circuit pour le fonctionnement d'une
lampe à décharge à haute pression présentant une
puissance Pla et présentant, lors du fonctionne-
ment, une électrode qui se trouve dans la phase ca-
thodique, comprenant:

- des bornes d'entrée pour la connexion à une
source de tension d'alimentation;

- des bornes de sortie pour la connexion de la
lampe à décharge à haute pression, et

- des moyens couplés aux bornes d'entrée, pour
l'application d'un courant de lampe alternatif
présentant des périodes successives de pola-
rité opposée à la lampe à décharge à haute
pression, le courant de lampe présentant par
période une valeur moyenne Im, correspon-
dant à la puissance Pla, caractérisé en ce que
le courant de lampe présente, dans chaque pé-
riode, une première partie et une deuxième par-
tie et en ce que dans la première partie au dé-
but de la période, le courant de lampe présente
une valeur moyenne Ie inférieure à Im et dans
la deuxième partie de la période un courant
moyen I2 qui est plus élevé que Im de façon à
permettre une fixation d'arc diffuse stable sur
l'électrode en phase cathodique, et en ce que
le courant de lampe est muni d'une impulsion
additionnelle de la même polarité à la fin de la
période présentant une valeur I3 qui satisfait à
la relation I3 ≤ 2Im.

2. Montage de circuit selon la revendication 1, carac-
térisé en ce que la période présente un temps tp
et la première partie de la période une durée de
temps t1 qui satisfait à la relation 0,05 ≤ tl/tp ≤ 0,85.

3. Montage de circuit selon la revendication 1 ou 2,
caractérisé en ce que 0,3 ≤ Ie/Im ≤ 0,9.

4. Montage de circuit selon la revendication 1, 2 ou 3,
caractérisé en ce qu'au début de la période le cou-
rant est plus élevé que Ie.
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